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1.345Falsetorrent.org is your homepage1.344Falsetorrent.org is your homepage1.345Falsetorrent.org is your homepageFalse0.0000000.000000 is the biggest torrent I have ever sawI have torrent more than 1million I have torrent more than 1millionThis is the biggest torrent I have ever sawThe present invention relates to a circuit for filtering an external clock signal to generate a recovered clock signal for subsequent
clock signal processing in a data processing system including, for example, a microprocessor. The present invention also relates to a clock recovery circuit for use in a clock recovery circuit. A circuit for filtering an external clock signal to generate a recovered clock signal for subsequent clock signal processing in a data processing system is well known in the art. Such a clock recovery circuit is provided in a memory
device having a high-speed clock synchronized with a clock externally supplied from a main device. In the clock recovery circuit, an external clock signal is supplied to an input buffer to be converted into an internal clock signal to be used as a high-speed clock. The internal clock is also supplied to a clock-to-data converter, for example, a flip-flop to output the data stored in the flip-flop. The external clock is also supplied
to a clock filter having the form of a low-pass filter and an analog signal is output from the clock filter. The analog signal is converted into a digital signal by a digital-to-analog converter, and the digital signal is output as a filtered clock. The filtered clock is used for clock signal processing by a data processing circuit. FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a clock recovery circuit of the prior art. An external clock signal
EXCLK is applied to an input buffer 10 which in turn generates an internal clock signal INT_CLK in response to the external clock signal. The internal clock signal INT_CLK is supplied to a clock filter 20 which in turn outputs a filtered clock FC. The filtered clock FC is supplied to a clock-to-data converter 30 which in turn outputs a data DQ. The data DQ is output to an output buffer 40. As shown in FIG. 2, a clock filter 20
includes a first low-pass filter LPF1 and a second low-pass filter LPF2. The clock filter 20 generates a clock signal CLK which has a small amount of offset relative to the filtered clock FC. In the clock filter 20, the first low-pass filter LPF1 filters out an alternating portion of the external clock signal EXCLK to generate a first filtering signal F1. The first filtering signal F1 is supplied to a capacitor C1 and a resistor R1. The
capacitor C1 is connected between the first filtering signal
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